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Profiles of Archaeology in the
United Science

Leif Gren

This paper aims at a iieneral demarctttion of the space of knowlcdge. A conncction is
made to the nominalistic philosophical tradition. in which Man is seen as constant and
reality as chaotic. Archaeology is regarded as a part of a United Science where know-
ledge ttlw;tys refers to I'ictions of Man.

Leif Grett, Rit.santil varieatnbetet, Ft.-.rnl, Laittntiiteriet,
t3or 524, S-37t Z3 Karls/ rona, Sn:etleit.

Complicated thing» are simple. You are look-
ing at the substance of this paper, and when

you scratch it, you may hear something. Still
you will say it is one and the same paper. In

this case sight, sense of perception and hear-

ing give us completely different kinds of
knowledge of the same thing.

We live in one world only. The number of
sense organs we posses is not equal to the
number of worlds we live in. Between the
unitary concept and the unitary thing lie the
channel» of the different senses. Yet without
thinking of it, we can combine them into one
simple unit of knowledge, thanks to the won-

derful skil l of our physical constitution. With
the use of diverse sciences we can improve
the capacity of our senses, thus creatin&r a

unified body of scientific knowledge.
Man has always been more or less inter-

ested in what precedes this very moment,
simply because he has some use of this knowl-
edge. How far back before this very moment
or individual experience this interest is pro-
jected varies a great deal. Frequently the most
shallow references to the past have been suf-
ficient, but gradually demands for a more and
more critical history and archaeology have
been raised. It is not unusual l'or archaeolo-
gists to discuss methods for where and how

archaeology ought to be practised. In this

paper, however, we are going to discuss why

archaeology exists, and especially how ar-

chaeology is possible cit ull. In order to do this

we ha ve to figurati vely penetrate the depths of
the cellar in the huge building of the scientific
archaeology, and look below everything that
is called the empirical source material and
below all the complex and beautiful theories
about ancient societies.

ln an everyday sense one must, for practi-
cal reasons, have some concepts of the past.
However, most of the knowledge of the an-

cient past could hardly be described as neces-
sary for living. Within the science of history
attempts were made for many generations to
illustrare different things such as Hesiodos'
five ages of the world, Augustinusi drama of
world history or Hegel's perfection of the
world spirit. The science of history took a
long time to attain Ranke's simple search for
fact» and "how things really were". Since
Ranke things have become more complicated
again with Dilthey's utzderstatzding, de Saus-
sure's structut ey and Mal inowski's futzctiotzs.
However, we do not need a more complicated
history any more than we need to make a tool
more intricate than necessary. We need a path
back to the simple and practical way of look-
ing at the past.

We often talk of different kinds of archae-
olo&ry. We ought more often still to discuss
only otze kind ol' archaeology. Ultimately all

archaeology must have something in com-
mon, otherwise it would be impossible to
imagine different perspecti ves. In this context
we will analyse what «tzi teg al l archaeology, it
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being first necessary to give a general answer

to the questions of the objectives of archaeol-

ogy and what archaeological knowledge, its

starting-point and the archaeological context
are.

The most appropriate way of understand-

ing archaeology i» to define 4towledge cts

sttch and how different kinds of knowledge
are united. It may be argued that this is not a

matter of archaeology, but this would be a

category mistake according to Gilbert Ryle's
concepts. The significance of such mistakes is

illustrated by one ol'Ryle's examples (1949:17):
"A foreigner visiting Oxford or Cambridge
for the first time i» shown a number of colleg-
es, libraries, playing fields, museums, scien-
tific departments and administrative offices.
He then asks 'But where is the University?'".

In the same way as diverse institutes join
together to form a university, different sci-
ences are united in a total science. Specialised
sciences can be sorted into general categories.
Mathematics and logics, for instance, are gen-
eral sciences that must be applied uniformly

in other sciences —archaeology does not use

its own multiplication table, does it? If we

want to understand archaeology we must ac-
quire a general view. We do not have archae-

ology ond comprehensive science, but ar-

chaeology as part of'comprehensive science.

WHAT IS SCIENCE?

Archaeology is a science, we say. It may be
asked what separates sciences from other kinds

of human products, i.e. what is the general
criterion of demarcation for all sciences? The
starting-point here is that science is the pro-
duction of general knowledge, the result ac-
cording to defined prerequisites being the

very same regardless of who produced it. This
is a decisive difference compared to oetthet-
ics, where the result is always dependent on

the practicioner. Thus archaeology as a sci-
ence can never be an aesthetic phenomenon.
The difference seems clear in Nietzsche's
definition: "Ultimately, man finds in things

nothing but what he himself has imported in

them: finding is called science, the importing
—art, religion, love, pride" (1901:327).

A consequence of this reasoning is that

there can never be any firm boundary between
sciences and everyday knowledge. As Ni-

etzsche puts it, one cannot separate theory
from practice and live with "two different
standards" (1901:253).

For instance, i fone says "It is sunny weather
today", isthat a scientific statement, or is it just
simple everyday knowledge? Naturally there

is no contradiction, since we first must have

implied conventions for what we in an every-

day sense menn by sunniness. Willard van Or-

man Quine remarks that: "Science is a contin-
uation of common sense, and it continues the
common-sense expedient of swelling ontolo-

gy to simplify theory" (1955:45).Science is

always preceded by everyday knowledge.
The only way of separating everyday knowl-

edge from science is to construct clearer and

more well defined conventions for our inten-

tions. If one, for instance, says that "there is

more ultra-violet radiation in the sunshine

today than ten years ago", then it is a scientific
expression if a conventional definition of ul-

tra-violet radiation is gi ven. There is of course
no everyday implicitly understood conven-
tion of what this radiation is. Thus, in science
one is forced into new definitions, and these
must of necessity be assigned to everyday
knowledge. In the example above the defini-

tion of ultra-violet radiation may be that it is

the kind of light that is closest to violet when

purely white light penetrates a prism. In this

case all the components of the definition are

reduced to everyday knowledge, provided that

one knows what a prism is. If this is not

known, the definition has to be further re-

duced, or, as Nietzsche puts it: "Something
strange is to be reduced to something famil-
ior" (1882:300). Scientific knowledge must

always be reduced to everyday knowledge if
it is to be of any use.

A definition is certainly better if it can be

assigned to perception of the senses rather

than complex concepts. However, the state-

ment that scientific definitions must of neces-
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sity be based on everyday senses naturally
does not mean that these definitions represent
any sort of "truth in themselves". They are a
kind of "truth" due to a common convention
that is based on "built-in" conventions in our
sense organs. When we, for instance, see "some-
thing" this something is always characterised

by boundaries or outlines that are our "natural
conventions" of seeing. An outline is of course
a mere fiction of no real existence. All knowl-

edge, both everyday and scientific, can be
traced back to conventions, that in their tum
rely on the fictions of the sense organs.

David Hume says that we can never tran-
scend ourselves, and that we cannot possibly
obtain any concept of what is outside the
"universe of our own fantasy" (1738:92).Our
sense organs can never give us any impression
unless they rely on boundaries. In reality there
are no boundaries "as such" whatsoever; they
are all attributed and fictive, or as Nietzsche
puts it, "We operate only with things that do
not exist: lines, planes, bodies, atoms, divisi-
ble time spans, divisible spaces" (1887:172).
The foundation of knowledge is the boundary.

We project fictions upon reality in the
same way as we use a key in a lock. If the key
works we do not have to bother about the
construction of the lock. Il' the key does not
work we ought to find a better key rather than

cursing the lock. However, as long as our
fictions are common property, it is not neces-
sary to take into consideration that they do not
exist in reality. In most everyday descriptions
of physical reality the question of who is
doing the describing is of no operative signif-
icance. Thus, in a practical sense it can be said
that most everyday knowledge is fully scien-
tilic. Quine is right that we ought to look at
things in a pragmatic way (1955:44).

One characteristic of science i» that it
claims to be tt»efitl in some sense. Ultimately
science does not aim at creating more and
more knowledge or greater understanding. As
the founder of positivism, Auguste Comte,
asserts, the intention is to create greater po»-
»ibilities. If some branch of science proves to
be of no use, regardless of how long it is

practised, then it must be characterised as an

aesthetic phenomenon. The question is how
science can be used.

We may refer to the eighteenth century
philosopher Etienne Bonnot Condillac's fa-
mous example of a statue that gradually be-
comes conscious, the sense organs becoming
more and more active. We may tum the rea-
soning upside down and say that as the statue
obtains one sense organ after the other, it

becomes capable of attributing boundaries in

reality. When no sense organs are present, the
statue is "living" in chaos, and it cannot sep-
arate time from space, earth from wind. fire
from water. It would perish without even
noticing the lact. However, with one sense
organ after the other it can separate its impres-
sions by fictive boundaries, being thus given
the opportunity to avoid or alternatively uti-

lise them. Science is the same as the striving
of man to del imit operati ve effects in the most
powerful manner.

The goal of all knowledge and every sci-
ence is to delimit effect» in specified prob-
lems. In this context the concept of effect
equals the concept of cause-to-change. Cause
and effect are two sides of the same fictive
thing. Hans Vaihinger says that we have to
create order out of disorder, and that our
consciousness chooses certain things from
the chaos of sensations: "We do not think that
our mind should have any reason to do this

except by a practical necessity. On the con-
trary we believe that it was only need in the
widest sense that drove ahead the disposition
from the mind, to out of this perpetual connec-
tion of impressions make a certain category"
(1918:298;my translation). If one cannot de-
limit a cause in a composite process or event,
it seems completely chaotic and incompre-
hensible, both in an everyday and scientific
sense. Chaos i» a mirror ol' bad analysis. Sci-
ence strives to reduce the accidental into cal-
culable constants.

For instance, if one falls ill, the problem
may be identified as the lack of a certain
vitamin. If a bridge has been built and it

collapses, the error may in a similar manner
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be pinpointed as the inability ol' the concrete
to withstand vibrations. In other words, a

composite totality exists and from this we

single out a particular circumstance. When it

is clear that effects have been delimited as far
as possible, useful and applicable knowledge
has been gained and can be used to control the

effects. The objective of all science is to
delimit operative effects.

As Ralph Waldo Emerson reminds us, we

never create effects, we only delimit them and

place our efforts under their control, "That is

the way we are strong, by borrowing the

mights of the elements" (Works, vol. 7:32).
To what extent it is possible to delimit effects
in this manner depends both on the potential
of the science and on what is deemed neces-
sary. In the first case a certain effect seems
consistent and it is not possible to make any

further dissections. In the latter case the de-

limited effect is sulficient to permit action.
The production of knowledge follows this

pattern: the chaos of yesterday becomes the

science of today and this in its tum becomes
the everyday knowledge of tomorrow.

WH Y ARCHAEOLOGY?

Life is a perpetual lalling. In the evening we

fall into bed, and then we fall asleep. In the

morning we fall out of bed, towards the break-
fast table, towards our place of work, towards
what we like, away from what we disapprove
of, etc. We may try to stop this, but we can

only delay the process for a while; then it

restarts or does it?
When the process of falling cannot be

stopped, we call it necessitv, and when it

seems possible to stop it, we call i t fveedo»l.
We are driven to our fall in two ways —by our

body and by the things in our environment.
Our body makes us fall because of what we

suppose to be our natural disposition, and the

things in our environment by extending our
mental and physical capacity. The only way to

judge whether our fall constitutes necessity or
freedom is to look backwards into experience,
into history and archaeology.

Emerson is right when he states that the

task of history is to lend importance to the

present moment. Reverence for our forefa-
thers is a treacherous sentiment, since "Their
merits were not to reverence the old, but to
honor the present moment (Works, vo1.7:170).
We have to explain more precisely what we

mean by knowledge about the past. Knowl-

edge consists of referring to effects, and the

kind of effects scientific archaeology is to
delimit must be defined. The identification of
effects always goes back to experienced prob-
lems that are more or less implicit. That we

love, we do not analyse, but that which is

uncomlortable, we analyse into atoms.
Science is meant to produce facts or knowl-

edge. That scientific archaeology is intended
to produce knowledge about ancient times
lies in the concept itself. Science should not,
of course, produce just any knowledge about

any origin. Nietzsche stresses (1881:31)that

the more insight about an origin we arrive at,
the less important the origin itself seems,
"The founder of a religion can be insignifi-
cant — a match, no more!". If we, as Thomas
Aquinas, were to look for the "primus motor",
the cause of everything, then history would be

just an illustration of what we thought we

already knew.
As tar as archaeology and history are con-

cerned, it is not the imagination of the past,
but rather the future, that justifies science.
Our thoughts belong of necessity to the van-

ishing moment we call the present. Then we

have to split time into the past, the present and

the f»ture.
When we see how something is we can

imagine how it will be. When we are faced
with a potential problem, we are inclined to
look into the past to see how it used to be.
Consequently, archaeology and history are

occupied with how something is by "nature",
i.e. o»tology. To define how something is

corresponds to saying how it ought to be, and

that is a moralistic statement. Science is mor-

alistic. Nietzsche emphasises (1874:94) that

in order to understand history, one has to be an

"architect of the future".
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In principle archaeology and history should
not try to show "what happened in history",
"how things were" or "what the purpose was".
Ultimately an attempt should be made to re-
veal the nature of experienced problems. Put
in another way, the scientific study of the past
should always include some kind of useful-
ness. It may be thought unreasonable to de-
mand usefulness of the human sciences, but if
we want the scientific aspect of the humani-

ties to prevail, then we have to consider their
use, otherwise they will dissolve into pure
aesthetics.

The question of the use of archaeology
will perhaps become clearer, if we imagine an

absurd situation whereby archaeology as we
know it today were wiped out and replaced by
the seventeenth century Old Testament ver-
sion of history. Archaeology is a question of
ontology and allusion to the future.

WHAT IS THE UNITY OF SCIENCE?
At least since the three-period system was
introduced into archaeology a century and a
half ago, archaeology has been divided up
into different branches such as Stone Age,
Bronze Age and Iron Age archaeology. More
recently archaeology has been split up on the
basis of art, typological elements, settlement,
economy and ecology. Moreover, in different
interpretative models functions, structures,
systems, etc have been stressed. Which of all
these perspectives should one choose then?
The answer, as Mats P. Malmer maintains, is
of course, that we want to know everything of
significance (Malmer 1984:267).Consequently
all perspectives that are scientifically sound
can be chosen, i.e. the perspectives that can be
shown not to be pure aesthetics.

Functions, structures and systems are the
extended sense organs of the science, its eyes,
ears and sense of perception. A critical scien-
tist tries to use all sense organs. It would be a

category mistake to exclude aspects of func-
tion in an analysis of structure. The great
rationalist, Gottfried Wilhelm Leibniz, is right
when he say» that though a town viewed from

different directions seems "perspectively
manifold", it is still one and the same town.
Correspondingly there is only one world sys-
tem, even though there are an infinite number
of perspectives of the world (1714:156f).

If all knowledge was not unified by some
specific aspects, it would not be possible to
recognise different perspectives. The very
concept "perspective" presupposes one cen-
tral object. There is in essence only one sci-
ence of archaeology (Malmer 1991:286),and

there is only one united science.
Within the Platonic and Aristotelian tradi-

tions during classical antiquity and the medi-
eval period it was self-evident that all knowl-

edge relied on the very same premisses. Un-

fortunately this holistic view has to a great
extent vanished. In the wake of the seven-
teenth century scientific revolution there has
been a tendency to set up a boundary between
different kinds of sciences, especially the human

and natural sciences. During the nineteenth
century many scientists, such as the humanist
Dilthey, caused a lot of confusion by saying
that the human and natural sciences were
incommensurable.

In contrast to this dualism, so-called "pos-
itivism" has rightly stated that all sciences
refer to the same prerequisite, and that they
are united in a general science. Fundamental-

ly there cannot be any boundary, for instance
between "natural and psychological sciences.
This is the thesis of the unity of science"
(Carnap 1937; quot. after Jones 1975:320).
Let us re-establish the idea of the united sci-
ence of classical antiquity.

In this context prominence must be given
to the fact that it i» only the ideal that should
be re-established. It would be a mistake to
believe that the unity of science i» something
that is missing. Science has ctlways been unit-

ed, just because our sense organs always have
been so. This point simply has to be empha-
sl sed.
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HOW CAN WE FIND A FIXED
STARTING-POINT?

In general, knowledge could be said to be

equal to a set of explanations and insights

referring to what seems obvious. "'Knowl-
edge' is a referring back: in its essence a

regressus in infini tum" (Nietzsche 1901:309).
However, is there anything that cannot be

subjected to further analysis? Logically there
should be something that is the utmost start-

ing-point for all explanation and understand-

ing in the same way as the point of Archimedes

is a prerequisite for the movement of the

Earth. In principle this is the same problem as

that expressed by Descartes in his famous
doubt: "Idecided to suppose that nothing was

exactly as our senses would have us to imag-

ine. . . I resol ved to pretend that everything that

had entered in my mind was no more true than

the illusions of my dreams" (1637:17).
The fixed starting-point must be some-

thing that is valid regardless of time and

space. Within archaeology it has been tacitly
accepted that the empirical material is the

fixed starting-point. However, we know per-

fectly well that the perception of objects is
culture-related and that it varies. It is the same

with "society", "culture", "environment" and
"laws of nature". In short, the perceived is

always variable, and we must share the scep-
ticism of Hume as far as the means of finding
an absolutely firm and safe starting-point are

concerned. If we cannot find the starting-

point in the objective, then let us tum, as
Sören Kierkegaard says, to the subjective,
that is, perception.

Subjective perception is a linguistic phe-
nomenon, and it is in language we should

search for our fixed starting-point. This con-
clusion has been drawn by all philosophy of
importance in the last two hundred years. In

order to understand and explain something in

reality we have, of course, to use concepts and

language. It must be underlined that language
in this context includes not only speech but all

perception of the senses. In other words, lan-

guage as it is used here, is synonymous with

the concept of cogni tian. The question is how

the connexion between concepts and reality
comes into existence. This is a very typically
philosophical question, and we ought to con-
sider different ways of solving it, The philos-
ophers have confused us, and they have to de-

confuse us.
Plato's well-known thought is that the

world of ideas has to be separated from the

world of phenomena. The world of ideas, he

says, is the cause of things; it is an unchange-

able, objective and independent reality. The
world of phenomena, in which we obtain our

experiences, is real only in as far as it is a part
of the world of ideas. Reality is a reflection of
the world of ideas, and real knowledge, that is

the starting-point, is attained or divined by
philosophical insight or mathematics. Plato's
path to knowledge can be described as com-

pletely extra-human since the real is inde-

pendent of man and beyond the empirical
world. In this way science becomes anti-em-

pirical.
Pythagoras is less inclined to separate con-

cepts from things. The fixed starting-point
consists of numbers, and everything can be
reduced to and comprehended by means of
numbers. This is particularly apparent, says

Pythagoras, in the regular scales of music.
Everything, including social relationships, can
be reduced to numbers.

In parallel with Pythagoras, Aristotle lo-

cates the origin of concepts in the thing, but he

abandons the teaching of numbers. Instead,
Aristotle interprets things as composed of the

qualities of form and matter. Things can be
related according to what proportions of form
and matter they comprise. The more form in a

thing, the more complete it is. Unlike Plato,
Aristotle is of the opinion that the fixed start-

ing-point can be found in the thing. Aristo-
tle's path to knowledge can be described as
semi-human. Man creates forms but forms are
also independent realities.

Herakleitus dismisses the idea that the

concept is located either in a distant world of
ideas or in the thing itself. Everything is in

flux, and the only consistency, except for the
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Fig. I. Wlr(rt I( tlr» (elc(ti(r(r(hip betr(:een tlrirrgs nnd c(rrrcepts. '

flux itself, is thought. In the thing there are no

concepts that can be used as a starting-point;
thi» can only be found in our own thoughts.
Herakleitus' path to knowledge is entirely
intra-human in the sense that reality i» bound

up with man and his language. A similar view
is held by Antisthenes, who maintains that
truth is to be found within language only.

The diflerent views of Plato, Pythagoras
and Aristotle are usually characterised as con-
cept rea/i t»t, as concepts are interpreted as an

independent and real mode of existence. The
view advanced by Herakleitus and Antisthenes
is called no(nina/itänt, meaning that concepts
are found within language (nomen = name).
The relationship between the two different
kind» of philosophy runs through the whole of
western history as a continuous thread. The
question is still of utmost importance, even
though nominalism has been predominant for
the last two centuries. Inlluential variants of
nominalism in modern times are fictio»alistn
and the pltilosophv of language.

The western concept-realist and nominal-
ist traditions can be summarised in the follow-

Fig, 2. Tlre (lil/ere(rt r ler(» (rf nn(rri(rnli (m ((n(l (n(rcept
(enli(r» n(n tlrr()nglr (lre Iris((rry (rl irlr(ins(rpl(9 lil e ((

cnnti non( tlr ren(l.
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ing way. The concept-realist sees man as cha-

otic and reality as constant, whereas the nom-

inalist regard» man as constant and reality as

chaotic.

HOW CAN LANGUAGE ESTABLISH
A FIXED STARTING-POINT?

Philosophy is never wrong, but it certainly
can be put in the wrong position. Man cannot

think incorrectly, because this faculty was

wiped out by natural selection some hundred

million years ago.
In my view nominalism should act as the

starting-point. However, we have to define
more exactly which parts of language can be
considered constant and selected as fundu-

mentrtl conceptx or principles. Man has al-

way» utilised fundamental concepts in di-

verse connexions. Colours, for instance, can
be regarded as fundamental concepts of visual

things. Concepts of colours can be read into

everything. Correspondingly, length. width

and height can be considered as fundamental

concepts in spatial terms (cf. Malmer 1968).
What are the fundamental concepts or princi-

ples of cognition then?
When Plato, for instance, refers to the

"world of ideas" and the "world of experi-
ence" both these concepts can be called his

fundamental concepts of reality. In the same

way it can be stated that Immanuel Kant's

fundamental concepts are "time" and "space".
Martin Heidegger alters this, preferring the

concepts of "being" and "time". Jean-Paul
Sartre reinterprets the fundamental concepts
as "being" and "nothingness".

If we in thi» connexion are going to select
fundamental concepts according to language,
the concepts must be referred to logic. Bound-
aries of some kind are a prerequisite for lan-

guage. Man constructs fictive boundaries where

no real ones exist; in other word» he makes the

variable constant. We can draw a fundamental

parallel with Herakleitus,
A» W.H. S.Jones states (1931:453),change

is a basic theme in Herakleitus' works: "There
is no pause in change; it is as much a contin-

uum as is time". One of Herakleitus' famous

expressions of this is "Into the same rivers we

step and do not step; we are and we are not"

(fragment 81).From the following statement

we understand that it is man who fills reality

with significance: "Man, like a light in the

night, is kindled and put out" (fragment 77).
The collective qualities of language are un-

derlined in the following: "Thought is com-
mon to all. Men must speak with understand-

ing and hold fast to what is common to all. . .
"

(fragment 91).
If we are going to focus on fundamental

concepts, we can expect a totality or a concept
to be broken down into its component parts.
This relationship can be illustrated by one of
Blai se Pascal '

s metaphors :

"Distinction. The theology i» a science,
but coincidentally, how many different
sciences does it not include? A man is a
homogeneous substance, but if we dissect
him, it will be shown that he consists of
head, heart, stomach, circulation of the

blood, blood-vessels, smallest part of blood-

vessels, smallest drop of blood.
A town and a countryside in a distance is

a town and a countryside. But if we get
closer they become houses, trees, bricks,
leaves, plants, ants, ants' legs, etc ad in-

finitum. Yet, all thi» is included in the

concept countryside" (1669,paragraph 113;
my translation).

Pascal does not elaborate on the relationship
between totalities and parts, but from it there

follow two fundamental concepts —continu-

um and boundetry. Leibniz (1695) speaks of
these concepts, and maintains, as does Herak-

leitus, that reality is a continuum. Thi» argu-

ment is clearly developed by Hume (1738),
who says that, in contrast to our "ideas" which

are always delimited, time and space are infi-

nitely divisible. We must reject the idea that

the capacity of our reason i» infinite, and

hence realise that there must be a boundary

between reason and ideas. This conclusion,

says Hume. is inexorably convincing.
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In Kant's and Hegel's days philosophers
were inclined to create such large philosoph-
ical systems that they could not keep them

together themselves. However, if a logical
system of reality as a continuum is created,
the risk of moving further and further away
I rom real ity increases as the number ofbound-
aries rise». If it is de»irable to restrict the

number of "extra" boundaries to the absolute
minimum, at least the concept of boundary

itself has to be retained. On thi» basis, any

philosophical system must lack correspond-
ence with reality, and a philosophical system
can never become more "real" by becoming
larger or more advanced. As soon as we say
that "something exist»" or that "something i»

done" we have left real ity in "itselt"', since we

then, as Nietzsche claims, have»eparated the

thing from its existence, and the thing from it»

action.
A fixed starting-point can be considered

as a kind of law, and Montaigne»ay» that "The
most desirable laws are those that are the

fewest, simplest, and most general" (1580,
book 3, ch. 13). In thi» connexion we can be

ful ly content with tt philo»ophical system and

a fixed starting-point consisting of only two

concept». The two concepts that we derive

l rom Herakleitus are the very e»»ence of logic
and the es»ential prerequisite for all classil'i-

cation and thinking; continuum and boundary
—the total philosophy.

When we use one and the same concept in

two different connexions, we are making a

mistake»ince identity does not exist. Now we

can, as Montaigne maintains, successfully u»e

identities with variou» degrees of »imilarity,
"If our face» were not similar, we could not

distinguish a man from a beast; if they were

not dissimilar, we could not di»tinguish one

man from another" (1580, book 3, ch. 13). If
we u»e the concept of continuum in a similar

way, we can cover ab»olutely everything that

man can delimit.
From the fundamental concepts follows

the most e»sential structure of logic. When

drawing a boundary in a continuum we are

bound to obtain a hi e rorchi co l structure, thoug h

in practical life we always use a huge number

of intertwining hierarchies. This may seem

too complex and impossible, but, as Maurice
Merleau-Ponty maintains, "nobody knows

better than we do how this miracle is worked,
for we are ourselves this network of relation-

ships (1945:XX).
Just as we grow from the impregnated

primitive cell, our thoughts grow from a ficti-
tious primitive continuum. Emerson rightly

say» (Work», vol. 4:34) that the act of dividing

large and small i» general, not only in nature,

but al»o within the sphere» of thought and

society. Arthur Koestler (1978,ch. I) u»e» the

term "holon" for a part in a hierarchical »truc-

ture, and justly notes that, like the mytholog-
ical Janus, such a holon has two faces, one

referring to its dependency within the struc-

ture and one on its independence a» a part.
What do we gain from this? Hi»tory and

everything human is composed of actions,
and the prerequi»ite for actions is cognition
and a language. Karl-Otto Apel maintains that
"my cognition i» my world". From a scientific
point of view the conclusion which can be
drawn from thi» is absolutely nece»»ary if
history is to be understood. Every human act
is performed and every human product is

made in a consi»tently logical way.
Since the fundamental concepts can be

imported in any cognitive connexion, it i»

clear that cognition is logically con»tructed.
Alfred Ayer of course very rightly promotes
the idea that our empirical knowledge cannot

pos»ibly rest on a basis of logical certainty
(1936:160).However, the allusion here i» not

to reality but to man's ctlrprehensiott ol' reali-

ty. Thu» the fundamental concepts comprise
the fixed»tarting-point& and this is the only

thing we can be convinced about. Montaigne
is right in his do matic statement: "A»»ertion

and dogmatism are positive signs of »tupidi-
ty" (1580, book 3, ch. 13).

It may be objected that general statements

about how human thinking work» are very

unsure. We know ourselve» rather welli but

how can we deal with the thinking of people in

foreign cultures, that of ancient people and, in
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particular, that of pre-humans. However, this

does not change anything, since the funda-

mental concepts are general in absolutely any
cognitive connexion. We cannot separate
thought from cognitive language, since thought
i s language. We cannot separate action from
thought, since action is performed through

language. John Langshaw Austin rightly re-
minds us that "to say something is to do
something" (1955:12).Cognition is equal to
recognition and separation, that is to setting

up boundaries. This is a distinctive feature of
all humans, all animals including amoebas
and even electronic computers. In thi» light
there can, according to the definition, be no
such thing as human "irrationality". Man is
doomed to be rational.

If our fixed starting-point is to be general,
it must be applicable to any human context,
but the greatest critic of logical systems, Sören
Kierkegaard, maintains that "System and fi-
nality are pretty much one and the same, so
much so that if the system is not finished,
there is no system" (1846:98).Kierkegaard's
conclusion is that a logical system is possible,
but that an existential system is impossible.
The latter, he says, is not possible since it

cannot be described in word», even if it does
exist, "Reality itself is a system —for God; but
it cannot be a system for any existing spirit"
(1846:107).

Together with Emerson we can agree with
Kierkegaard's first statement, "A man i» a god
in ruins" (Works, vol. l:74), And along with
Nietzsche we can agree with the second state-
ment, "There exists neither 'spirit', nor rea-
son, nor thinking, nor consciousness, nor soul,
nor will, nor truth; all are fictions that are of
no use" (1901:266).When Kierkegaard fur-
ther says that "Existence separates, and holds
the various moments of existence discretely
apart; the systematic thought consists of the
final ity which brings them together" (1846:107),
he gives prominence to the fundamental con-
cepts of continuum and boundary. Thus exis-
tential systems are also possible.

That which we have pointed out as a lin-

guistic, fixed starting-point is the srrnclure of

all language, i.e. of all cognition. The contenr,
however, is variable. Thus the fundamental
structure of logic is a "hierarchical chain" that
i» identical in every conceptual connexion. In

such a hierarchical chain of boundaries there
must be two further constants apart from the
structure itself. There must be the greatest and
most general unit or a primitive continuum.
There must also be a smallest and a least
general unit.

Man is a generous metaphysician. The
chain of concepts must be delimited, and thus

very general concepts evolve spontaneously,
such as "Cosmos", "God", "Chaos" etc, and

particular concepts for "I","individuals", "at-
oms", etc. We cannot avoid such a conclu-
sion, but we can of course choose the concepts
we prefer, or more accurately, those we think
are practical. What we need most of all are
collective human concepts.

The concept logic may here be defined as
boundaries drawn and bound within a consist-
ent structure, with no reference of any kind of
"good" or "bad". Even if the platonist Leibniz
relates to independent boundaries outside man,
we can agree in his optimism when he vindi-
cates that reality is characterized of the logi-
cal, in the sense above, and that the most
remote and hidden things can be explained by
analogy and what is within our proximity
(Leibniz 1705:126).

Many people, of course, have objected to
this argument. Kierkegaard has already main-
tained that we have to look more closely at the
subjective side of man. Man is characterised
not only by reason but also by feelings and

playfulness. If the last two qualities are irra-
tional, we would have no use of fundamental
concepts. Henri Bergson puts forth that we
must consider some kind of "elan vital", or
life spirit. And some philosophers, such as
Bernhard of Clairvaux, are very sceptical of
rational reasoning, asserting that we must

separate reason from elnorional feelings. To
counter Bernhard's objection we have to con-
sider the nature of feelings.

Let us hold our breath! The resulting sen-
sation becomes stronger and stronger until it
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would make an impression even on Bernhard.
How are we understand this? Intentionally we

act in one way; that is we use one kind of logic.
Then our body reacts unconsciously due to

another kind of logic, that is the inborn phys-

iological "logic". Our will goes in one direc-

tion, and bodily reflexes in another.
As Nietzsche maintains, one dominating

feeling can be split into several differentparts:
"The antagonism of the passions; two, three,

a multiplicity of 'souls in the breast': very

unhealthy, inner ruin, disintegration, betray-

ing and increasing and inner conflict and an-

archism — unless one passion at last becomes
master. Return to health" (1901:408).Thus

feeling» are the product of at least two inter-

twined but competitive kinds of logic. To use

a metaphor, we can say that we have different
"poles" of logic, or in Freudian terms, logic
that is conscious, subconscious, unconscious
and physiological. Between the poles of logic
there are strokes of lightnings that consist of
emotions.

Feelings are direct stimuli caused by inde-

pendent "poles" in the sense-organs. Emo-
tional feelings are indirect stimuli caused by
independent "mental poles". Ryle points out

that we can compare feelings with bodily

sensations, and if feeling» were incomprehen-

sible "not only would people be absolute

mysteries to one another, they would also be

absolutely intractable. In fact they are rela-

tively tractable and easy to understand"

(1949:110).
Neither can play be separated from reason

and calculation. On the contrary, Johan Huiz-

inga says that it i» play more than anything

that creates order and logic. Play demands

unconditional order, and the least deviation

from the rule spoils the game and makes it

pointless (1945:19).The desire for order, says

Huizinga, is characteristic of all culture. Cul-

ture does not start as play, and it does not

emerge out ojplay, but it starts in play (Huiz-

inga 1945:86).
There is no fixed starting-point beyond the

distant, neither is there any too close in the

proximate. In this connexion we have tried to
eliminate scientifically unquantifiable feel-

ing by reducing all human cognition and ac-

tivity to some kind of logic, but do not feel-

ings lie at the bottom of these efforts!

WHAT CAN WE KNOW?

When we say that we want to acquire ctll

archaeological knowledge, we must mean that

we want to know everything that can be di-
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rectly or indirectly inferred about the inlen-
rions of ancient people. In this case we must,
as has previously been maintained in this

paper, reject all knowledge that is not created
by or attributed to man. Kant set up a bound-

ary between two kinds of truth, constructed
analytical truth and synthetic truth based on
facts, but as Quine maintains (1955:20ff),
such boundaries are artificial, since there are
no independent facts. Thus, all facts are de-
pendent on man, and consequently they can in

principle alway» be attained. In Herakleitus'
sense, human intentions are the light, and

reality is the darkness - let us behold the light.
In thi» question we can adopt the position of
optimistic rationalism.

Descartes says that it i» possible to base a
science on a fixed starting-point without com-
mitting "the error logicians call a vicious
circle" (1637:40).Well, does not the reason-
ing above rest on such a vicious circle'? Must
there not be something "outside" the funda-
mental concepts, in Herakleitus' darkness,
something that cannot be described in terms
of logic? Yes, surely! Thi» is probably about
as sure as the fact that our reasoning so far
reallyi s a vicious circle, but it does not change
anything, since it is of no operative impor-
tance whatsoever.

Paul Ricoeur claims that "we have experi-
ence to bring to language" (1976:21),but this
is not a clear statement. Experience is not
possible without cognition, and cognition al-

way» involves boundaries. Consequently cog-
nition is equal to language which in its tum i»

equal to experience.
Human cognition is a vicious circle from

the beginning to the end. As Nietzsche asserts
(1886:23), we cannot even take for granted
the famous Cartesian "I think" without refer-
ring to other concepts. It i» of no importance
that cognition is sentenced to exist in a vicious
circle, since everything that is of significance
to us i» rvirhinthis circle. Leibniz said that we
live in the best of worlds, but he could just as
well have said that we live in the only world
that concerns us.

We may use a parable from mathematics,

and say that we cancel an unknown factor on
both sides of the equals sign. The unknown
factor we want to get rid of i» of course the
classical "extrahuman" that Kant, for instance,
called the "thing in itself". Here we can call
the extrahuman factor the "alogical". The
cognition of one individual, as Herakleitus
might have said, cannot evolve into a complex
language without participation in a collective
community of language. In other words, the
language of one individual i» related to the
alogical continuum of reality in the same way
as that of another individual. Corresponding-
ly, our language relates to the alogical contin-
uum of reality in the same way as that of
ancient people did. Now we simply have to
cancel that unknown "alogical", and thus it is
of no operative importance.

We can say that the alogical is eliminated
by an act of "operative equivalence". In this
manner we can be certain that all language is
"logically equivalent"; this i» an absolutely
necessary prerequisite for all knowledge. Is
that all?

Not exactly; this reasoning i» valid only on
the assumption that the alogical above can be
held constant. How i» such certitude possi bie?
It is not! Natural scientists have alway» tend-
ed to claim that the "laws of nature" are
constant, but better "evidence" is provided by
what Karl-Otto Apel calls the growing com-
munity of language, i.e. the fact that we un-

derstand each other at all over time and space.
Since the "alogical' is not relevant, we may
adopt the position that Nicolai Hartmann calls
a "gnoseological monism". The meaning of
this is that everything is connected, and that
there are no boundaries in reality. That i» all.

The concept of "operative equivalence" is
something that we have alway» used and still
have to use. This is exactly what we do when
we attribute similarities and identities. We
use the snme word in different connexions.
Thus, as Nietzsche claims (1901:273),every
word is a prejudice and a "Procrustes bed".
For instance, when we say that two things are
equal, we refer only to the part of these things
that is of operative importance for us, e.g.
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size, form, material, etc. The fact that two
different but similar objects can never be
constituted of the very same material i» sel-
dom of any operative importance to us. Fur-
ther we can say that a model of a certain thing
is "exactly the same" even though it does not
share any physical similarity. Of course this

may be completely irrelevant if we assign
operative importance only to some defined
properties. As Leibniz correctly maintains,
two objects can be considered identical as
long as the truth i» not changed.

We have come to the conclusion that there
is nothing "outside" our language, i.e. cogni-
tion. But is there nothing to consider "inside"
that we can reach by cognition, "at the bottom
of our soul" ? No. There are no "inner facts"
that are not fictively projected (Nietzsche
1889:58f.). And as Merleau-Ponty points out.
"there is no inner man, man is in the world,
and only in the world does he know himselt"'

(1945:xi).There is nothing beyond the cogni-
tion of man.

WHAT IS THE FOUNDATION OF
THE HUMAN CONNEXION?

Science is the tool that gives us power to see
and draw boundaries where none can be seen
with the naked eye. However, archaeological
science must of necessity have a medium to
look through: this is what we call archaeolog-
ical empirical source material. Yes, at last,
exclaim the archaeologists; we long lor the
empirical facts!

Empirical facts are measurable theory. The
empirical facts of today are the theory of
yesterday. The good theory of today might
evolve into the empirical facts of tomorrow.
How do we find an empirical base of this
kind?

In the last few decades an archaeological
connexion has usually been created with the
aid of different kind» of systems theory. A
common general view within systems theory
is that there are fixed starting-points in nature.
Systems theory is primarily inspired by the
natural sciences, and presumes that the "laws

of nature" are valid throughout time and space.
From a pragmatic point of view it can be said
that the laws of nature can be considered as
constant, but even if this is so, they cannot be
used as independent archaeological empirical
facts.

The mistakes of materialistic systems the-

ory are manifold. Systems such as relation-
ships between species and ecosystems are
regarded as natural and existing "in them-
selves". Of course such ideas are projected
fictions. Nature is a continuum but man is a

boundary. Man has often been separated from
nature, but nature is everything. Nietzsche
maintains that "We speak of nature and forget
to include ourselves: we ourselves are nature"
(1886b:390).Consequently man in "himselt"'
is also a continuum. Reality i» not static but

dynamically changeable. As Nietzsche claims,
we should search for the constant in man.

"In regard to everything external to us no
conclusion can be drawn that something
will be thus or thus, must happen thus 01

thus; it is we who are more or less secure
and calculable; man i» the rule, nature i»

irregularity" (1886b:63).

The most fundamental mistake of modern
systems theorists is that they have not grown
out of idealism in the form ol — materialism!
Systems theory has frozen into static materi-
alism. Materialism and idealism are two sides
of the same counterfeit coin. In the nineteenth
century idealism was still scen in opposition
to materialism (Lange 1865). Classic materi-
alism, however, speaking ol' such thing» as
"substances" and "atoms" as independent re-
alities, i» really no more than just a variant of
Plato's ideas. The only dilTerence is that ma-

terialism seende to have moved Plato's extra-
human boundaries closer to the world of sen-
sations. As Nietzsche asserts, we always tend
to search for fixed boundaries in the form of
constant causes in reality, and "because we
find no such constant causes in actuality, we
invent them for ourselves — the atoms"
(1900:334).Thus it is man that invests reality
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with meaning, and it is in the language of man,

rather than in nature or matter, that we should

search for our fixed starting-point. The Ro-
man philosopher, Manilius, expresses this clear-

ly: "Do not search for the limit» of matter,

Search instead for the power of reason not

matter. Reason is the master".
We are so proud of the bourgeois inven-

tion that we call individualism that we forget
how fundamentally collective rea»on is. Our

language, i.e. our cognition, would not be

possible without the collective community of
language that has evolved over a long period
of time. In this connexion a "long period of
time" amount» to one or two billion years. In

a practical sen»e it i», for instance, so effective
to have concept» for "things" and "matter"

that evolution would not admit us to survive

without them. The concept of truth often con-

fuses those of us who live in the midst of the

collective. The first person to find a "truth"

that in principle i» collective is called a gen-

ius; the last person is called an idiot.
One might say that the most u»eful con-

cepts can be called archetypeg. Archetypes
have no existence of their own, of course, but

they are recreated in every human being. The

words of the archetypes vary but the bounda-

ries are the same. The effects of nature are

understood in the same way by the sen»e

organs, but they must be expressed as a met-

aphor, i.e. a word. Emerson says that "Lan-

guage is fossil poetry" (Works, vol. 3:26) and

that "The world is emblematic. Parts of speech
are metaphors, because the whole of nature is

a metaphor of the human mind" (Work», vol.
1 :381.

Nothing evolves out of nothing, and eve-

rything in the human sphere refers to the past.
Emerson uses a metaphor; everything said or

written is a quotation and every house is a

quotation from all fore»t», mines and stone

quarrie», and "every man is a quotation from

all hi» ancestors" (Work», vo1.4:44).
As Karl-Otto Apel maintains, some gener-

al concepts are continuously being added to

language, consequently increasing the com-

munity of language. With the aid of language
we carry both ancient and living collective
experience in our head». We can think indi-

vidually by combining the words, and we can
derive new words, but we cannot possibly
think one single thought without utilising a

collective language in it» broad sense. This is

Fig. 4. The only trav to enlighten the image of prehi story is to sinttthtte the sante fietive hottndaries as pteltistori&

Man. Fverything else is darkness!
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the reason why we have to understand each
other. As Wittgenstein (1953) claims, a "pri-
vate language" is not possible.

What we call reality or empirical facts is
neither more nor less than broadly human
collective fictions or theories. As Mats P.
Malmer rightly maintains (1962:881), the
del imited and fictive type i» the foundation of
archaeology. Science has to make empirical
data of its theories. That i» achieved by first
setting up a boundary, then making this bound-

ary accessible to the sensations, and finally
accepting the boundary as a collective com-
munity of language. Archaeological empiri-
cal data can only be produced by simulating
the basic concepts of ancient man. Malmer
reminds us (1962:55) that an animal species
cannot be revived but an ancient human con-
cept can.

Any archaeological empirical fact that
cannot be assigned to the intentions of ancient
man is czzzczclzrozzistic. The most important
source material in archaeology is living man.
A systems theory that primarily proceeds from
laws of nature or ecosystems is rather static
Aristotelean concept realism. If we want to
create an archaeological connexion we have
to search for the most simple from a human

point of view (Malmer 1962:879).Previously
it was claimed that all sciences are of necessi-
ty interconnected, and that all knowledge
emanates from the fundamental concepts of
continuum and boundary. This means, of course,
that the united science can be apprehended as
a system of intertwined hierarchies of con-
cepts. As producers of a total world classifica-
tion we should nevertheless remain pure and
faithful Aristoteleans.

What we real ly need is an evolved systems
theory. The hitherto existing "scientific" sys-
tems theory has been based on faulty premiss-
es, but in spite of this, all knowledge can be
described by systems theory. Ryle might have
said that it would be a category mistake to
exclude systems theory since it is rather a
general language than a separate science. The
ultimate foundation of knowledge and the
human connexion consist of language cri-

tique. It is through systems theory as language
that our connexion should be described. In

any case we have to characterise the content
of the human connexion.

WHAT DOES THE HUMAN
CONNEXION CONSIST OF?
If we compare man with animals, what do we
see? The similarities in bodily constitution
are innumerable; mechanical functions, sense
organs and metabolism are same. In most
respects the constitutional capacity of ani-
mal» is actually much greater than that of
humans. A dog can run much faster; it has
much warmer fur; it can bite better, etc. Then
we come to the dissimilarities, man being
flexible enough to "improve" his weak phys-
ical constitution. By means of artificial or-

gans man can surpass the physical capacity of
almost any animal.

What makes man more advanced or effec-
tive than animals is what archaeologists call
"artifacts". The term artifact is doubtlessly
very useful and practical, but it has some
restrictions since it does not say anything
about wizv artilacts exist and have a character-
zstzc appearance.

Aristotle says in De Anima that the hand is
the tool of tools, and that the mind is the form
of forms. Emerson (Works, vo1.7:151ff)per-
fects this idea, and says that all tools and
machines on earth are extensions of the limbs
and senses of man. As Emerson maintains, we
can understand the limits of human artificial
tools by the concept ertezzsiozz, "All the tools
and engines on earth are only extensions of its
l imbs and senses. One del'inition of man is 'an

intelligence served by organs'" (Works,
vol. 7:151).

The human connexion i» primari ly charac-
terised by the relationship between the "na-
ked" man and his extensions. Emerson says
that we expand by means of our extensions.
Muscles are improved mechanically, the skin
i» extended to 1'it any climate and the eyes and
the ears encompass the whole world with the
aid of electricity. There seems to be no limit to
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such processes; art and power "will make day

out of night, time out of space, and space out

of time" (Works, vol. 7:155).
Nonetheless, thi» expansion of the bodily

function» is not, of course, always favourable.
Edward Hall remind» us that "The evolution

of weapons begins with the teeth and the fist

and ends with the atom bomb" (1959, quota-

tion after Mc Luhan 1962). It is not just
increased effectivity that can be disastrous,
but the fact that these extensions effect their

user. When man integrates with machines he

become» a machine himself, and he is trans-

formed into inert matter, Emerson shows us

clearly how man in a society with divided

human labour becomes a thing, or many thing»,
"The priest becomes a form; the attorney a

statute-book; the mechanic a machine, the

sailor a rope of the»hip" (Worksi vol. 1 :85).In

Fig. 3. Man reirrforce» Iri» plrysical nrrrl nrental

capabililie»»irb e»ren»iorr».

archaeology the idea of human extensions has

been promoted by Gordon V. Childe (1942).
It i» easy to understand that many things

can be apprehended as extensions because
they resemble bodily function». A knife edge
resembles our blunt teeth or nails; a cap re-

sembles our hair and a stick resembles our

arms or legs. We can call the»e analogou»
exten»ions, and some of them can even be

utilised by animal».
Mo»t of our extensions do not resemble

the original bodily functions. Letters, for in-

stance, do not resemble our memory or utter-

ances; roads do not resemble our feet or legs,
a castle does not resemble an authoritarian

personality. The»e represent a kind of ab-

straci extension, the function» of which are

completely incomprehensible for both ani-

mals and uneducated humans. Nowadays it is

popular to believe that the symbols in u»er

manual» or on signposts are universally un-

derstandable, but in reality they are not. A

measure of how tremendously abstract most

extensions are is provided by the fact that it

has taken man hundreds of thousands of years
to evol ve them.

Objectively speaking, exten»ions are»ome-

thing»eparate and accessory, but in the sub-

jective view of man himself there is no bound-

ary between man and his exten»ions, especial-

ly not when they are in operative use. Ni-

etzsche maintains that the ego of man ha» no

fixed limit. Men are fond of underlining "the

beauty of their children, their clothes, their

dog, their physician, their town to their own

credit and only stop short of saying 'all this

am I'" (1881:I S I).
Our extension» include our most subjec-

tive feelings becau»e they are an integrated

part oliourselves. To confirm my extensions is

kindne»s. To expand my extensions is friend-

ship. To question my extensions is an insult.
You may hit me, but if you shatter my most

valued extensions, such as my family, mu»ic,

poetry, fatherland, religion or indeed "funda-

mental concepts", you will »hatter my inner-

most feelings. In a certain sense we grow
when our extensions expand; conversely we
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shrink when we lose them. Gifts extend, pun-

ishments reduce. In Greek mythology we re-
member a staggering expression of this prin-

ciple when the revengeful King Creon of
Thebes lost his extensions that consisted of
his tamily, and subsequently "lived like a tree
with the branches cut oft"'.

From a subjective point of view humane-

ness is something very continuous and tran-

scending, from our own body to the environ-
ment. The dynamic intentions of man operate
within a logical connexion. Intentions are
alway» directed toward» the environment and

more or less i»ert extensions. Activity to-
wards the inert is what Sartre f 1960) calls

p rliixi s.
Reality dissolves. Our extensions dissolve.

Thoughts and pictures on our retina dissolve
very 1'ast, spoken word» slower, and the writ-

ten word even slower. Extensions of stone,
bronze or iron dissolve very slowly. Conse-
quently, the human connexion does not only,
of course, consist of dynamic man and the
inert thing-world of extensions. Merleau-Ponty
maintains that the problem is much greater:

"The question is to know whether, as Sar-
tre says, there are only enen and ll&ingx or
whether there is also the interworld, which
we call history, symbolism, truth-to-be-
made. If one sticks to the dichotomy, men,
as the place where all meaning arises, are
condemned to an incredible tension. "
(1955:200).

The continuous in the human connexion may
be characterised as the fact thai man's static
inheritance ot' senses and limbs i» "glued" by
nerves and tissue, and that his dynamic inher-

itance of extensions i» in its tum "glued" by
what Merleau-Ponty calls the i»le&. uroricl.

HOW ARE THE EXTENSIONS OF
MAN TO BE APPREHENDED?

The sciences of archaeology and history are
restricted to the inert thing-world, naturally
because the original connexions between man

and things are lost. Nietzsche says (188 I :156)

that we will never know what actually hap-

pened, but only what caused consistent ef-
fects. How can we then acquire knowledge
about things, and what do we want to know?
A prerequisite then, as has been pointed out
earlier, is that everything human is consist-
ently logical.

The objection may be raised that there
seems to be much in the human state that i» not

logical, but this, as Kierkegaard (1846) says,
represents an objective viewpoint in the sense
that no attention is paid to how the object
acquires its meaning. In this case no attempt
should be made to study history. It is neces-
sary to consider human actions on the basis of
what they are i ntendeci to be. In Kierkegaard' s

terms, the truth is in the subjective, i.e. the

subjective of the studied man, not of our-

selves. The rule for the archaeologist or the

historian must be: science becomes objective
if the scientist is subjective!

It might seem discouraging that no empir-
ical data exist which are significant in "them-
selves". If the contrary was true, the very
question would not have arisen. Hence it may
be feared that archaeology cannot possibly be
more than mere idealism and a collection of
sel 1'-projected fantasies. This i» probably why
so many have felt secure with some kind of
"sound empirical facts" but. just as fictional-
ism saves us 1'rom concept realism, the practi-
cal intentions of man save us from free fanta-

sy. If we presuppose that all humans, now and

in the past, are bound to transfer their fictions
into inert matter by means of their practical
actions, we will have something to build sci-
ence on, i.e. an empirical source material.

Intentions are only possible in a world of
boundaries, similarities and dissimilarities,
and all these things are fictive. Examples of
common fictions are thing, surtace, volume,

power, number, relation, cause, motion, pur-

pose, freedom, justice. ethics, etc. We n1llst

apprehend reality through mediums of dit fer-
ent kinds. Earlier we rejected the concept of
the thing as reality in its own right. Thus we
can define the thing as "the sum total ot' its

et teets, synthetically united by a concept, an
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image" (Nietzsche 1901:296). Reality does
not determine which fictions man ought to

use, but experience shows us which fictions
are more or less practical. In a scientific con-
text we can say that the empirical fact is a

product composed of fictions, and theory is a
set of fictions for identifying empirical data.

Archaeological science ought to generate
knowledge about antiquity, or rather the peo-

ple of antiquity, and produce knowledge about
the present. In the past there were people, an

environment and the things people made in

this environment. Today we have fragments
of all this. Nietzsche maintains that "The
world seems logical to us because we have

made it logical" (1901:283).Thus, when man

creates something he makes the correspond-

ing part of reality logical. When we without
hesitation identify a stone axe as an artifact, it

is because we, in a way that remains to be
understood, actually occupy a viewpoint sim-

ilar to that of ancient man. What we are doing
is considering the axe as a piece of intentional

logic. Nietzsche is of the opinion that "We can
comprehend only a world that we ourselves
have made" (1901:272).Thus something in

our world has to coincide with something in

the world of ancient man.
Nietzsche advances the idea (1881:89)that

to be able to understand another man we have

to imitate his feelings. In archaeology we act
in a similar manner; to collect empirical data
we imitate the sa&ne boundaries as those of
ancient man. We reconstruct boundaries in a

way that remains to be understood. The em-

pirical facts of archaeology are always made
of matter and they can be measured, but it is

not the matter in "itsell"' that i» the object of
the science but the identification of the inten-
tions of ancient man. In the inert matter some
of the fictions of ancient man coincide with

our own; thi» is exactly what we call the

empirical data of archaeology. Emerson is

right when he states that:

"All history becomes subjective; in other
words there is properly no history, only

biography. Every mind must know the

whole lesson for itself —must go over the
whole ground. What it does not see, what
it does not live, it will not know" (Works,
vo1.2:15).

The knowledge about ancient man we want to
collect is of necessity partly steered by his

own original intentions. In this sense, it is not
of course meaningful to say that his intention
was to make a stone axe of feldspar and leucit,
but if we use these fictions, we can with some
certainty say that the ancient man intended to
make the axe of what we now call stained

porphyry. And what did ancient man know

about gravity, amino acids or oscillations of
molecules? However, in a manner that re-

mains to be understood, we assume that his

purpose was to hit the prey with the arrow and

then satisfy his hunger and become warm.
That we use other words for the same thing is

of no importance, just as it is irrelevant that

the Chinese use yet other words. The task of
archaeology is not to identify the original
words; that would certainly be to labour in

vain. It is instead the boundaries of the origi-
nal concepts that are to be identified. Emerson
rightly maintains that the possibility of inter-

pretation lies in the identity ol' the observer
with the observed, and that "Every scripture is

to be interpreted by the same spirit that gave
it forth —is the fundamental law of criticism"
(Works, vol. I:40).

Of course intentionally made everyday
objects are not the only things of archaeolog-
ical interest. Phenomena such as fire, air.
earth and water are also interesting. However,
this does not change anything, since we may
confidently assume that ancient man actually
had concepts for these things, and that his

boundaries for these concepts were almost the

same as our own. We take for granted, as Kant
would say, that it is within the physical consti-
tution of man to separate earth and water, time
and space, cause and effect, we and they, etc.
That is a set of theories about man that remain
to be understood! Whether ancient man had

any intentions concerning what we now call
red slate, hazel nuts or beavers can only be
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judged if we with our fictions and theories
find some similarities and dissimilarities.

The phenomena that were not included in

the fictions and intentions of ancient man

cannot be used in any archaeological conclu-
sions. In our age we can with our fictions
generate a huge body of knowledge that never
affected the actions of anyone before us. The
fact that air contains nitrogen, that the stars
are the same as our sun or that our flesh is
made up of separate cells is all knowledge that
is by no means relevant in an archaeological
context. Is it not then a contradiction to en-
deavour, as Malmer says, to acquire all knowl-

edge? Not at all& as long as we mean all

knowledge about the intentions of ancient
man. Thi» is a most important distinction.

Look at something deposited by man, an

inert extension of any kind. When we want to
know all about this thing, it might be practical
to talk about extensions that are conscious,
xubconscious and unconsciaux. We can look
at a runestone, for instance. The writer of
runes probably chose the site, the kind of
stone, the type of runes and decoration very
consciously. Subconsciously he might have
chosen some common and popular elements
of decor or colour. Unconsciously he proba-
bly used some local forms of words, and

unconsciously he left a small cultural layer of
stone chips and colour pigments.

Even if' we are looking for ancient inten-
tions, we can very well use anachronistic
boundaries and concepts to reach the ancient
intentions. Thus it may be necessary to use
modern natural sciences to indi rectly identify
ancient intentions. I f, for instance, some "iron
oxide" is lound on a runestone, we know that
this is a concept that was completely unl amil-
iar to ancient man. However, if we imitate
ancient man in a ficti ve manncr, we may draw
the conclusion that his purpose was to apply
red paint to the runestone; we assume of
course that the concept "redness" is non-anach-
ronistic.

Desired knowledge about ancient things is
never-ending. One can measure the angles
and chemical composition of an object in an

unlimited number of ways. When we docu-
ment something that we consider to be empir-
ical data, we have to make a selection and look
at everything as if it was originally intention-
al, conscious or not. Empirical facts are for-
gotten theories.

HOW CAN EXTENSIONS BE
UNDERSTOOD AND EXPLAINED?
To pinpoint some probable ancient intentions
in a body of archaeological or historical mate-
rial is not the same as presenting an explana-
tion or understanding. This must be analysed.
A human extension can be seen as a continu-
um with a I'inite number of attributed bound-
aries. The drawing ol'a new boundary gener-
ates a new continuum with new effects. We
can, for instance, return to our runestone, and

say that, as a "standing stone", it is a contin-
uum within a "wide" boundary. Within this
general boundary we can distinguish between
stones with and stones without carved runes.
A standing stone with runes can be considered
a new continuum, in which we can, for in-

stance, dillerentiate between stones with and
without cross ornament. In this manner we
draw "narrower" boundaries.

In many cases the boundaries we draw
become general or narrow depending on where
we begin our classification. From a scientific
point of view, an attempt should be made to
state and motivate everything that could pos-
sibly be considered as original intentions. The
important thing is not the setting up of a more
or less comprehensive boundary but that the
boundary as such can be motivated.

Underxlanding& can be defined as the iden-
tification of a "frame" between a set of wide,
general and narrow, specialised boundaries.
Our runestone, for instance, can in general
terms be understood as a "cenotaph" Ior a
"seafarer to England". Our understandin& will
become deeper and more complete as the
number ol' pinpointed original boundaries ris-
es. Understanding will also become deeper if
we can show what might have been conscious
or unconscious.
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Erplanation can be defined as the identifi-
cation of all original intentions or boundaries.
In this case it is not necessary to use the same
words as those of ancient man, i.e. explana-
tion is perfectly possible without knowledge
of the spoken ancient language.

The general conclusion is that all human

extensions can be understood, and that under-

standing always consists of a "fi.nn&e-u»der-

sta&bli»g". In principle every intention can

also be explained. One lurther conclusion i»

that man as such can be understood since he

can be placed within a frame understanding,

but, if we maintain that man as such fulfils no

purpose, he can never ever, as Nietzsche claims,
be explained. Man can be understood bui

never explained.

HOW CAN WE CREATE AN

ARCHAEOLOGICAL CONNEXION?

Above it was stated that during classical an-

tiquity and the Middle Ages there was an ideal
of scientific unity. A medieval scholar was

expected to understand every aspect of reality
in the light of the same philosophical prereq-
uisites. Unfortunately this view has been lost

to a great extent, not least in the twentieih

century. If we want to re-establish the ideal of
the united science, it might be beneficial to
investigate the methods of some older schol-
ars and historians. For instance, we can exam-
ine the questionable sixteenth-century Swed-
ish historian, Johannes Magnus. Today no-

body will deny that hi» version of history

(1554) is pure lantasy. Nevertheless. his ver-

sion of history is very interesting from a

methodological point ol view.
Johannes' version of history i» very clear

and straightforward; it could be said to in-

clude a most distinct frame-understanding.
His most general or widest boundaries consist
of the every-day historical "knowledge" of'

his day, i.e. the historical version of the Old
Testament with the fall of the first man and the

rise ol culture under Magog, the grandson ol'

Noah. Then the frame of history is widened
with a large number of sources from classical

antiquity and the Middle Ages. The special or
narrow boundaries within the historical frame
become a corresponding antipole; things that

we would call empirical 1'acts, ancient docu-
ments, artefacts, ancient monuments and leg-
ends.

The frame-understanding is clearly accepted
as given by Johannes Magnus, and his task
consists of filling the interspace or a kind of
historieal i»terpolation. Since his frame-un-

derstanding was very clear, he could easily
fill most of the interspace, very nearly reach-

ing a historical explanation.
Today we cannot accept the general part ol'

Johannes' historical frame, even though we

might use much of his special part. Still we

must accept thai bott& extreme parts of the

frame are equally necessary. A major differ-
ence between him and us is that our general

part i» implicit and not described in so many

word», but if no general boundaries exist,
what we call empirical data cannot possibly
be delimited, let alone placed in a meaningful

context. Our task in this connexion is to make
clear the importance of the frame-understand-

ing. and to demonstrate how modern and ac-
ceptable general boundaries can be found in

the lrame.

HOW IS ARCHAEOLOGY DEFINED
IN THE UNITED SCIENCE?

The viewpoint of the united science presup-
poses that all knowledge i» of the same origin.
The most general consists of the assumption
that the structure of knowledge always com-
prises boundaries within a continuum. Every
new boundary creates a new continuum (ke.
the same thing as Koestler's "holon"). Conse-
quently we will obtain hierarchical structures
that will alway» have at least one common

boundary or connexion.
For instance, the boundary of a stone axe

can be considered by both an archaeologist
and a mineralogist, and both can place the

same thing in different hierarchical struc-
tures. There is always at least one common

boundary or connexion, such as "lithic mate-
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rial". Thus archaeology and mineralogy can
be connected in a united science. In a corre-
sponding manner absolutely every science
can be connected in at least one and in reality
in a countless number of ways. This may seem
very simple, and it certainly is very simple,
because this is how we have always acted.

Is it imaginable that any two sciences or
two most simple pieces of everyday knowl-

edge could lack such a connexion? No, be-
cause the physical constitution ol man makes
such connexions necessary. For instance, eve-
ryone must separate phenomena such as "thing",
"motion", "cause", "food", etc. That we do
not use the same words for the same phenom-
ena is irrelevant. As Popper maintains, every
language can in principle be translated into
another, and a person can alway» learn a new

language. We can add that thi» is possible
because all languages have connecting bound-

aries.
To clarify the position of archaeology in

the united science, some aspects have to be
elucidated. What we need is an archaeologi-
cal "raw material" and an accompanying con-
text. The raw material consists of three things:
1'irst the fundamental structure of'human cog-
nition, second the "prototype" ol' all human

extensions, i.e. the honoured reader of these
words, and third a landscape filled with frag-
ments of human extensions with original in-

tentions.
In order to be able to point out the profiles

ol'the archaeolo& ical connexion, we need first
ol' all a language-critical foundation for all

human conceptual similarities, i.e. logical
necessities. We obtain this from the fictional-
istic philosophy of boundaries, and the only
lixed starting-point is the set of fundamental
concepts, continuum and boundary. Every-
thing that is called science relies on language
criticism, and as Wittgenstein maintains. all

philosophy is language criticism.
A prerequisite is that all men, now and in

the future, have an unlimited number of inten-

tions. In other words an unlimited number of
boundaries can be drawn. Reality has no in-

tentions or boundaries: they have to be attrib-

uted by man, but that which was once inten-
tional cannot be eradicated afterwards. Con-
sequently there can only be one archaeologi-
cal or historical understanding. In travesty of
Ranke, it can be said that we want to know, not
what really happened, but what was really
intended. These intentions should be sought
in the shape of boundaries rather than words.
We can draw the following conclusion: the
future is without un-freedom, the past is with-

out freedom.
The total ity of ancient intention s and bound-

aries is in principle limited, it being possible
to identify only a small proportion of them,
namely those that have become "frozen" in

inert matter. Total explanations are impossi-
ble, of course, since we cannot identify all

boundaries. Nevertheless, frame-understand-

ing is quite possible.
Montaigne says that "Every man carries in

himself the complete pattern of human na-
ture" (1580, book 3, ch. 2). What we need then
are the psychological foundations of concepts
for all human constitutional intentions from
physiology and behaviourism. This is the more
or less stati ci nlzeri tazzce of man. The necessi-
ty of behaviouristic studies in every scientific
connexion cannot be emphasised enough. It
would be a pseudo-humanist lie and a catego-
ry mistake to say that science can develop
without the study of behaviour. Nonetheless,
behaviourism is derived from language criti-
cism, and it cannot explain anything inde-

pendently. On the foundations ol' psychology
it is possible to reconstruct the originally
intended boundaries.

When these prerequisites have been met,
tacitly or not, the particular science can be
defined, in thi» case archaeology. Then we
can identify original intentions that can be
measured in a conventional manner. The most
simple and important convention is the pair of
concepts similarity/dissimilarity. Thus we

collect so-called empirical data that can be
apprehended as human extensions or the dy-

Izarnic inheritazzce of man.
So far we might have succeeded in making

archaeological empirical facts of our fictions.
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However, this would be the same as having a

long list of words, but no language. We still

only have concepts for man and the world ot'

things, and that is, as Merleau-Ponty main-

tains, insufficient. What we are lacking is an

understanding of how man by means of the

interworld is "glued" to hi» extensions; in

other words, we lack history, sociology, etc.
When we make an interpolation of the inter-

world, we will be able to show how man

improves his physical constitution, what the

extensions are intended for, how man is changed

by them, why he changes them, how different
extensions have been used by different peo-

ple, etc.

WHAT IS THE PURPOSE OF
ARCHAEOLOGY IN THE UNITED
SCIENCE?
The aim of archaeology and history in the

united science is to establish as far as possible
which parts of man and his extensions are

necessary and which are not, which are possi-
ble or impossible. Above we have defined the

human context and how we can attain an

archaeological and historical frame-understand-

ing. However, this does not demonstrate the

scientific benefit of delimiting effects. Thus
our task is to present a frame-understanding
of everything that can be described as opera-
tive effects, i.e. effects at thi» very moment. In

this sense there is no boundary between scien-
tific archaeology and history on the one hand

and any everyday knowledge on the other.
Our heritage of words and things is of

course both a resource and a burden. The same

thing is valid for the sciences as such, both the

human and the natural. Emerson repeatedly
warns us against too much admiration of the

past. And if history, as Nietzsche asserts

(1874:95),always emphasises "the false, crude,

inhuman, absurd, violent", these will be ap-
preheiicfed as ontological effects. and conse-
quently be harmful to the present.

From this we can draw the conclusion that

we have to distinguish between two different
kinds of effects of the past. The first kind of
effects are those that are operative even if we

do not know about them, i.e. real a priori
effects. These kinds of effects are within our

physical constitution. The second kind of ef-
fects are those that become operative only
when they are considered, i.e. unreal a posle-
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riori effects, such as those Nietzsche men-

tioned above. In archaeology and history we
have seen a great number of a posteriori ef-
fects.

As an example of a priori effects the so
called large-scale of society can be mentioned.
If we experience the effects of this as a prob-
lem, they will of course remain a problem. In
order to assess the "nature" of large scale, it is

necessary to investigate former societies. If
large scale has always involved harmful ef-
fects, then we can say that these effects are
inherent in the grandness of scale.

Scientific archaeology and history have to
steer between their Scyllae and Carybdis. They
represent the historical version that only be-
comes a harmful burden for the present and
the historical version that deliberately con-
ceals historical knowledge. However, in the
same way as the human language can grow
into a greater community of language, archae-
ology and history in the united science can
grow without any deliberate concealment. This
is effected by confronting any potential onto-
logical burden with eager demands for its

opposite. Obviously this i» why we have re-

cently seen so much history of workers, wom-
en or the arts of peace. This does not mean that
historical knowledge has to constantly ex-
pand, since a fictive total knowledge would
lead to total paralysis. The ability to forget is,
as Nietzsche maintains (1874:63),just as im-

portant as the ability to remember. In other
words, the unhistorical is just as important as

the historical.
We have seen how archaeology i» possible

at all. By setting out from what all humans
have in common, we are able in a scientifical-
ly united manner to extend our senses fictive-
ly towards the past. Moreover, it i» only when

we can reduce scientific observations into

everyday concepts that they are of any use.
There is no need to create an archaeology in

the united science since science has always
been united, but we have to elucidate what

remains to be understood. We ourselves, and

the things we can apprehend, are the only
material for our scientific tools. We ought to
make tools as simple as possible. How are we

and our extensions falling?

English revised by Jttcqueline Taffinder.
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